BIG DATA. MORE ANALYSTS.
BIGGER INVESTMENTS. LARGER TECH-STACK.

WHERE’S YOUR ROI?

Companies today typically have more data than they know what to do with.
Making sense of their data whether from their web analytics, customer behavior
data, inventory, or myriad other sources, requires an investment of time and
effort. And, often, it is too late for them to act on the signals in their data.
What if we tell you what you need to act on, now?

Meet Out of the Blue.
Focus on growth. Not the data driving it.
Autonomous insights that power efficient business growth.
Out of the Blue provides digital intelligence, powered by unique AI/ML algorithms
that helps access and analyze customer data. Shifts or friction points that could
derail your business are highlighted and pushed to you for action. Drill down
individually to identify causation or interact with your team for unanimous
decisions. The OTB UI is designed to empower individual action and improve
cross-team collaborations. We highlight the right metrics, delivered as data
stories that address the last mile in closing your insights-to-impact loop.
Act on clear, concise, and credible insights delivered on your screen.
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Product

OTB Perceive.
Pervasive observability.
At scale.

You need to spot, understand and act on
any critical changes that could impact
your business to stay ahead of your
competition.
OTB Perceive looks through all your data
as it arrives and analyzes it to give you
near real-time deep insights with our
hotspot detection technology.
Enhanced event detection, delivered as
simple to understand data stories.
OTB Perceive highlights the shifts in your
data and improves visibility on how your
business is running.

Know more about what you don’t know.
Sharpen your focus on what matters most.
Advanced Root Cause Analysis.
See everything you need to, at every glance.
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